
 

Forest Adventure Story Walks 

What is it all About? 

 

 

 

 

Putting a Great Story together with a Forest Walk  
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Imagine you are taking a walk down to the creek –the  kids are following 

along or skipping ahead.  The path is shaded with  maples, alders, cedar, 

and fir trees.  The kids notice a tree along the edge of the path with a big 

page from a storybook.   The colourful enlarged page is just at the right 

height for young forest explorers to examine. Everyone gathers to see 

what the page reveals.   

 

 

As you continue along, to the delight of all, there is another tree  with the 

next part of the story, and then a third tree is spotted by a small pond 

down the path another  sixty or seventy steps ahead.  Suddenly you 

realize you are in the middle of a forest story adventure and you cannot 

wait to discover the next tree with a  big story page to find out what 

happens next.  



 

A Story Walk combines the pleasures of reading a beautiful children’s 

book aloud, with the benefits of being together on a nature walk.  The 

idea is to inspire parents, teachers, and other adults to take young 

children outside to enjoy reading stories together while bathing in the 

special place that is “the forest”. 

 



 

There are  lots of opportunity to explore interesting things along the way. 

 

 



 

“StoryWalks” was created by Anne Ferguson.  She wanted to promote 

physical activity, early literacy and family time together.  She found that 

people of all ages enjoyed a “StoryWalk”. I have participated in wonderful 

story walks in communities across Canada.  One story walk that was 

organized by the Fire Fly Early Language Facilitators from Kenora, 

Ontario.  Elders promoted the traditional language, oral traditions and 

plant and animals of the territory.  The entire community participated 

and shared a morning of fun activities after the walk. 

 

 

 



 

 

Forest Adventures at Brannenbrook Farm and at our family cabin at 

Shuswap Lake, celebrate early literacy experiences and  physical 

movement.  We have a lot of fun putting the walks together and sharing 

the walks with family and friends who come to visit. 

 

 Interactive, hand-on activities that build awareness of the natural 

physical environment that the children will be exploring are provided.  

Play-based activities are ready and available for all-before, during or after 

the story walk.  Opportunities for child-led, rich grand conversations that 

celebrate the forest happen almost every step along the way.  

 

 

 

 



Here is a picture of Arianna retelling the Story by Elder Ray Peter, Raven 

and Eagle, using stuffed animals 

 

 

 

 

 

 



People all over the world are using story walks to “build community” and 

explore important stories that matter to them.  The Forest Adventure 

Story Walks feature stories that celebrate the love of outdoors and 

feature the animals and creatures we find in our local area.  

 At Brannenbrook Farm both old and young residents have created our 

stories.  (Two were authored by the grandkids).  I also like to include the 

stories that I wrote for Strong Nations Publishing.  And of course, I have 

stuffies for all my characters who live in Pine Forest!)  

 

 

  

This is a forest Picture created by a very young “Story Walker”. 

 

 

 



 

 

 Children’s picture books and various artifacts and animal pictures or 

puppets that add to and support outdoor learning  are gathered and 

placed in a Forest Treasure Box.   

When the treasure box is opened, connections to the things that were 

seen/heard and touched during the walk are shared.  Simple story props, 

forest animal “stuffies”, and some active movement ideas keep everyone 

immersed in joyous and free playtime after the story walk. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

This is a picture of the kids getting ready to read and share books and 

artifacts that are a natural connection to the story we have been 

“walking”. (We even added several pages of forest riddles and jokes.) 

 

 

 

 



Going on a Forest Adventure Story Walk at Brannenbrook Farm and 

Shuswap Lake  is a win-win for everyone.  Families play outside together, 

while having fun and creating memories.  Children are building on their 

early literacy experiences and engaging in rich language/conversations 

while they explore and connect with the forest. 

 

  

Family participation and early childhood education are promoted when 

everyone works together to create Forest Adventure Treasure Boxes that 

provide  support for the story and the forest theme.   Using four topic 

organizers, the “Big People” brainstorm play-based activities that provide 

opportunities for inquiry and discovery.  We gather related texts and any 

items we think will generate conversations and new learning 

opportunities generated by the featured story. 

 

 

 



 

Putting Together the Forest Adventure Treasure Box 

The Forest Adventure Story  

Introduce the story and gather some artifacts that will come up 

during the story. (This helps the kids make predictions about the 

story and gets them engaged.) 

The Forest Chatter 

Make notes on special things we might notice during the walk.  

Background knowledge and story connections come up during 

Forest Chatter time.  

The Forest Detective 

 This is where we bring out our detective kit...small magnifiying 

glass, clip board, specimen gathering bags or some notes from the 

artifacts are now used to make the story as interactive and fun as 

possible. 

The Forest Play 

Bringing the story to life through play and or story retelling is a 

great way to wrap up our story walk.  We have a nice seating area 

where the story can be retold and an audience can enjoy the 

great acting. 
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Treasure Box Artifacts 

 Examples of Our Story Walk Treasure Boxes will be available for 

sharing and downloading as we complete them.  Watch for the 

Titles that will be posted on my  website. Even though our 

Brannenbrook Farm and Shuswap Lake  Forest Adventures story 

walks are focused on the forest and lake  eco-systems, we are also 

working on story walks that we can transport to the ocean areas 

as well as urban parks.  Story is everywhere and getting outside to 

play and read can happen anywhere, anytime! 

 

The next story walk will feature this beach, a Raven and a young 

girl who has a special ability to talk to animals. 

 

Happy Story Walking, from “Weaving the Literacy Blanket Lady” 

Donna Klockars, August, 2016      donnaklockars.ca 



 


